
Schwarze Industries, Inc.
1055 Jordan Road

Huntsville, AL 35811
 Central phone: 256-851-1200

Affiliates

The People You Know. The Products You Trust.

800-879-7933                                                                                                    www.schwarze.com

■ 

  2.0 Cubic Yard Hopper

■ 

  Conventional Gasoline Chassis

■ 

  6'5" Low Profile

■ 

  24" Whisper WheelSM Fan System

■ 

  81" Reverse Sweep Pickup Head

■ 

  67" High Dump

*Sweeper shown with optional equipment

Updraft™
SuperVac 



SuperVac Updraft™
2.0 Cubic Yard Parking Lot Sweeper

No butt connectors, all soldered 
connections: Increased uptime with the 
use of severe duty wiring that eliminates 
shorts caused by poor connections 
 

Custom Made-to-Order 
Hydraulic Hoses: Reduces the 
opportunity for contamination 
in Hydraulic System

Leaf Bleeder: Allows you to exhaust 
up to 80% of the air. This gives 
the ability to better adjust the 
airflow based on varying material 
conditions

Hardox Steel: 
Eliminates the need 
for a fan coating, and 
creates a longer Life 
Expectancy equates 
to reduced cost of 
ownership 

16 Inch Diameter Gutter Broom: Gives 
operator ability to remove debris from 
curb line without the need for additional 
equipment or man hours

Welded Hopper 
Assembly: No leaks

Sweeps-In-ReverseSM: 
Eliminates the need for 
the operator to raise the 
sweeping head to reverse

Backup Alarm: Variable 
output backup alarm adjust 
automatically above the 
surrounding noise levels

Hydraulic Test Ports: reduces 
troubleshooting time

Variable Displacement Piston 
Pump: Allows you to control the 
RPMs & Lower Fuel Consumption

Bolt On Intake Tube: Easily 
Replaceable without the  
need for Welding

PerformanCe

QUaLITY

PUbLIC SafeTY

vaLUe

Warranty Support: Schwarze people are on duty to 
support you and your equipment.

Schwarze regenerative air sweepers are guaranteed to be free 
from defects due to faulty materials and /or workmanship for 
a period of 12 months, or 1200 hours. Liability is limited to 
replacement of defective parts at factory or authorized dealer. 
The standard warranties of the chassis and sweeper engine 
manufacturer shall apply.

CUSTomer SUPPorTParts Availability: Schwarze original equipment 
parts are available when you need them.
 
Trusted Dealers: Trusted dealers will support 
your before and after-purchase needs.

Empowered and Responsive: Schwarze People 
are valued for their commitment to our future.

Schwarze Products: Engineered for enhanced 
sweeping performance and low ownership cost.

The Schwarze SuperVac Updraft™ is a single-engine, conventional 
chassis mounted parking lot sweeper designed to provide a 
cost-effective solution for sweeping operations. The SuperVac 
Updraft™ easily picks up all types of litter associated with parking 
lot maintenance.  The 6’5” low profile unit easily accesses height 
restricted areas such as parking garages which are inaccessible to 
larger units. And the 67” high dump design features twin hydraulic 

cylinders to ensure easy unloading of even the heaviest debris. 

Debris is removed from the surface via the 81” width blast and 
suction pickup head. The direct drive 24” blower fan allows for 
variable adjustment for unmatched sweeping performance for 
debris pickup and exceptional fuel efficiency for light-duty sweeping 
situations.  Come to the people you know, for the products you trust.

67” Dump Height: Can dump 
into a standard container without 
leaving the cab

Financing Available

Also Available from Schwarze Industries, Inc:
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